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YOUNG SYRIAN LENSES - MEDIA ACTIVISTS IN ALEPPO 
DOCUMENTARY 53’ - ITALY 
directors: Ruben Lagattolla & Filippo Biagianti


Short Synopsis 

APRIL 2014. Since the beginning of the Syrian Revolution a bunch of Aleppo rebels relentlessly keep doing 
its daily job reporting for halabnews.com, providing footage for the top international broadcasters.


The source of inspiration for this documentary film is based on the idea of the war photographer Enea 
Discepoli to organize a photo exhibition in Old Aleppo, together with Halab News’ media-activists.


Once crossed the border, photo prints in the hand, the continuous bombardments of the Assad’s regime 
manifest the impossibility to do the exhibition. Here starts the story that still wants to put in light the work of 
the young media-activists and at the same time to see through their lenses to tell the Syrian tragedy 
which is going on since 2011. 

The story is told through interviews of the reporters (but not only) to discuss opinions and facts, and 
through live tragic episodes in POV, to put the viewer directly beside the Young Syrian Lenses. Also 
military operations are explored plus the Local Council of Aleppo, a glimpse on the sole democratic 
attempt in a country besieged by religious sectarian extremism. 

One of the two directors Ruben Lagattolla lives and tells the story in a state of constant although lucid 
fear. This is told through images, not through his words.


The visual style is a non-celebrative, western point of view, crafted in the editing with the director Filippo 
Biagianti, reflects and compares our western society with the state of violent anarchy present in Syria 
nowadays. These reflections prefer considering the human condition instead of the military and strategic 
high impact imagery that too often let the viewer forget the humanitarian tragedy in front of the 
spectacularization of the war.


Exclusive images are shown, most of all Syrian Regime’s helicopters dropping barrel bombs on the city. At 
the time of their presence in Free Aleppo (may 2014), they were the only foreigners in town.  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Biography of directors 

Ruben Lagattolla, 32, lives and works in Italy as a cameraman and editor in many sociologic field research 
and investigative documentaries. In Syria he realized his first independent documentary film to deepen his 
exploration of the condition of the Syrian refugees he met in Iraq in 2013 and 2014 during the production of 
another documentary.


His education in literature and linguistics strongly characterize his explorations empowering his storytelling 
as well as his understanding of inner and outer human condition.


Filippo Biagianti, 42, journalist and editing professor c/o Arts Academy Urbino, Italy. Documentary film 
maker with a massive production of about five hundreds works. His favorite topics are the Partisan 
Resistance in Italy, peasant memory preservation and more…


His contribution to this movie was crucial during the editing session, according to his style and philosophy: 
honest, raw and able to craft the poetry of reality into an elegant cinematic language.
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